PLAYERS CODE OF CONDUCT
Players of the Performance Centre are expected to abide by the following code of conduct which brings out the spirit
of the game:


To turn up on time for training and to notify the lead coach via gloscoaching@hotmail.co.uk or send text to
07572 031278 if going to be late or are unable to attend training.



If you are under the age of 18 and haven’t had prior written agreement from the coaches then you must be
accompanied by an adult to and from the sports hall.



To play within the rules and laws of badminton and respect officials and their decisions.



To respect the rights, dignity and worth of all participants regardless of age, gender, ability, race, cultural
background or religious beliefs or sexual identity. To encourage, support and help other players enjoy
badminton.



To be honest and play fairly and never deliberately cheat or be dishonest. To be gracious in defeat and
magnanimous in victory.



To write down your tournament results in the designated folder within at least a fortnight of playing. Failure
to do so will result in you being unable to claim a refund against that particular tournament.



To volunteer and help out where possible with the tournaments that the PC runs throughout the season.
These are instrumental in reducing training fees and providing the tournament refunds.



To take care of your own property and that of others. To wear appropriate sports clothing and non-marking
indoor court shoes.



To share any thoughts and / or concerns with the designated leader of the session so that they can then be
dealt with appropriately.



To not use social or other electronic media to publicly criticise any other player, parent or official involved in
the game of badminton or otherwise bring the sport into disrepute through inappropriate communications.



Unless otherwise informed, you should only attend the training sessions that have previously been agreed
with the head coach. If you wish to alter your training arrangements, please email
headcoach@badmintonglos.co.uk.



If your non-attendance to a session hasn’t been pre-agreed then you will be charged for the session. In case
of long term illness, 2 weeks and more, doctors certificate to be presented for refund.

Always remember that at any event you are an ambassador for the Performance Centre and therefore you should
behave appropriately and in good manner.
I agree that if I do not follow this code of conduct then it may affect my opportunity to train or represent the
Performance Centre.
Signed: ………………………………………… Date: ………………………

